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ABSTRACT 
We are using lot of gadgets to perform our tasks, to get assisted in our daily work, to make our leisure time 

more enjoyable, comfort in travelling etc. These gadgets are quite expensive and missing them due to our carelessness 

will give us tension and unnecessary loss of cash to buy them again. 

Overcoming our carelessness will take lot of time, and it changes between persons. 

In this research we plan to design an electronic instrument to monitor our electronic and non-electronic 

gadgets. They are called as personalized assisting nodes and they should notify the user if he/she moves away from 

them or any gadget being moved intentional or unintentional. The term personalized nodes represented here will be 

tiny equipment and that will do monitoring of gadget which is attached to it physically. There has to be a wireless 

network communication among the nodes. So, if any node fails to respond, then the user can be notified with an alert 

signal. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 Humans now days are using more number of gadgets and the number varies between person to person, types 

of occupation, place of work etc. Some gadgets can be more valuable. Losing them because of our lack of attention 

may cost us more. Electronic gadgets: Cell phone, MP3 player, Head set, Tablet, Mobile or laptop charger, Laptop, 

Pen drive, Camera / handy cam, Power bank. 

 Non – electronic devices: Wallet, Keys, Pen, Watch, ATM card, Lunch bag, Spectacles, Laptop bag it will 

be good if someone always points out what we about to lose. But in practical, we can’t have that intimation at all 

times. In order to prevent losing the items there has to be a communication among the gadgets in some sort so if any 

one goes missing, the other should immediately notify. 

The electronic node designed going to have one personal assisting Wireless Network (PAWN) device for 

each and every gadget. These PAWN devices will be attached with the gadgets in any form. E.g.: Tied together, stick 

or bonded physically (based on what gadget you are going to attach) the PAWN device will continuously report to 

adjacent device or list of already known friendly nodes. So, each node will have an eye on their friendly nodes in 

their list.  

In this research work we are going give a propose an outline about how this problem can be addressed in 

terms of feasibility, practical difficulties, design approach and also a suggestion about suitable wireless network 

protocol, a microcontroller support that wireless protocol, sample design of nodes and software approach.  

2. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY  
Primary objective of this electronic instrument is, it has to be having a wireless network, consume low watts 

as the user cannot forced to charge often, size of the finished product should be compact as it will be fitted/ tied on 

a gadget. 

Size: Final appearance of the finished product should be compact, sleek, light weight, and then only the purpose can 

be accomplished. So, we stick with a compact sized instrument and further steps we take should always remember 

about the end product. 

 
Figure.1. Proposed system working design 

Power Considerations: The battery may be coin sized or button sized ones will be suitable. With the available size, 

maximum power can be drawn is about 3.6V and around 200mA. So, our instrument should draw less current as 

much as possible and optimize battery usage.  

Input Options: At least one push button for each node as it may be utilized to authenticate, override, accept or deny 

few system generated actions 
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Output Options: The objective of this node is to alert the user. The alert can be audible alert and it should be loud 

so that it can be heard at noisy environments. Visual alert like LED blinking can be implemented and it is subject to 

consideration based on other design criteria. 

Wireless Network Study: This entire design lies on effective communication between nodes. As we can predict that 

the node communication can be distinguished as mesh topology. The size of information packet will be less than 100 

bytes as the node’s presence has been intimated to friendly nodes. The handshaking protocol has been easy and 

simple. Nodes have to talk among each other in periodic manner and continuous manner. As the nodes will sit closer, 

we can go for sub 1-GHz frequency range apart from 2.4GHz frequency used in most of wireless communication 

techniques. Decreases in frequency gives us saving some transmit power thus saving the battery life. 

Wireless Protocol Consideration: From the above design approach, we can sense that our wireless protocol be 

simple, less frequency operable, short range, moderate amount of nodes communication.  

Popular wireless protocols available are Bluetooth, Zigbee and SimpliciTI.  

But Bluetooth is for high volume of data transfer and its handshaking is not user friendly and it may not be 

a suitable candidate for our design. Let us analyze and compare Zigbee and SimpliciTI protocols. 

  
Figure.2. Basic architecture design 

Zigbee: It is low-power operated and supports mesh network standard. It is for development of more battery saving 

devices in wireless and monitoring applications. They have low latent, which by default reduces the average current 

consumed by a device. Zigbee chip is usually fabricated with radios & micros that have a programmable flash of 60 

to 256 KB. Z-stack based microcontrollers are widely available in market from various OEMs such as Free scale, 

NXP, Silicon labs etc.  

Simpliciti: SimpliciTI is a less power RF concept aimed on tiny, less complex RF networks. This open to all source 

software is good start in developing a network with battery based devices using TI’s low-power RF SoC. SimpliciTI 

has been fabricated for easy implement and quick deployment on several RF platforms. 

A high level comparison among the two protocols has been done and the inference is tabulated below. 

Parameter Zigbee SimpliciTI 

Operating Frequency and modulation 2.4GHz, DSSS, IEEE 802.15.4 Sub 1GHz and 2.4 GHz 

Typical number of nodes Upto 65000 Maximum of 30 

Mesh network Yes Yes 

Software source code Not required for development Free 

Interoperability between vendors Yes No 

Sleep current consumption ~25uA ~5 uA 

Transmission range upto 100ft Upto 20 ft 

As you can see that Zigbee protocol has wide range of suppliers and it can communicate up to 65500 nodes. But it 

lacks the basic requirement of less current consumption. Though SimpliciTI can speak among 30 nodes at a time and 

it is very good advantage for our purpose. The maximum operating range also less compared to Zigbee. But it has 

very limited response among the OEMs as it is mainly developed and supported by Texas Instruments. 

So, we propose to use SimpliciTI due to ease. Various families of SimpliciTI based micro controllers 

available from TI and they vary majorly in the number of IO ports it can support on chip and increased flash memory 

size. 

They come along with MSP430 series microcontrollers as they are famous for low power operations and 

reduced footprint. A suitable candidate available for development and it MSP430RF2500. 

 
Figure.3. MSP430RF2500 board and its features 
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Proposed Working: There are five different stages of working possible for each node. We can classify the phases 

as, a) Learning phase, b) Recognition phase, c) Identification Phase, d) Addition phase, e) Deletion phase. 

Each node will be identified by a unique number. This number will be stored in ROM memory of nodes. 

Initially during learning phase, each node has to be introduced to other nodes. This can be done as an open call 

approach. During that time, the nodes should receive all possible other node information and store them in memory 

array. This sets up a network of nodes for actual working. 

During recognition phase, we can cross check that all nodes have information about their buddy nodes. This 

will help us to identify any flaw happened during learning phase. Identification phase is the actual phase that will 

prove the ability of nodes. In this phase, each node will try to transmit their ID and also receives their friendly node 

IDs within stipulated time frame. If any node does not receive an ID in time then that node will activate the alarm 

signal. Addition phase, where if a user need to bring in a new node to its buddies. 

 Deletion phase is a temporary removal of a node from the network so that rest of the nodes can remain silent 

even if no signal from that node. This will be useful as in times not all the nodes will be together forever. There are 

times that user may purposefully move a node away from network. In such cases, user should utilize this phase. 

All this phases can be differentiated by pressing the onboard button with various depressing times. 

Information regarding identification phase is explained below. 

In operation, the identification number will be repeatedly transmitted by the nodes. Other node will collect 

the id info; will check whether it is from one of its buddy device by cross checking their list. Then, node will 

acknowledge back the buddy node. If no continuous response from buddy for certain time (say 30 sec), Node will 

intimate the user (audio / visual alert). Information regarding Deletion phase is explained below. If a node has been 

intentionally removed from the network (say someone borrowed the device), user can temporarily disable the nodes 

to stop reporting about that particular node by using control button present in the node. Similarly, if they moved node 

is unable to get reply from the other node, it will give audio alert. User can disable the alert for certain time. If the 

node comes back to the network, rest of nodes should automatically handshake that node and all should override 

previous temporary settings. A typical work flowchart is shown below. 

Implementation: We decided to implement this concept in above mentioned development board are from Texas 

instruments. 

Hardware Design: The concept board is of 1” x 1” size and it is suitable for compact device design. Each 

development board has USB programmer/debugger and it also acts as power source. We need to give external power 

supply with 3.6V battery. For that power supply pins 1 and 4 were connected in battery holder power terminals.  

 
Figure.4. Flow chart of proposed design 

There is DIP switch available onboard and thus eliminates a design of button. It also has two LEDs (green 

and red). We need to connect a buzzer as shown which is of same size as coin sized battery. Final size of the product 

came about 1.5 cm in height, 3.5 cm in diameter and weighs about 8 to 10 grams. A casing is required and it may be 

mold or detachable box type.  

Software Design: These MSP series controllers can be coded in ASM or C language and using Code warrior IDE 

or IAR embedded workbench. IAR supports a 8KB code size compiler limit for development or bench level 

application approach. The flowchart has been converted into software codes with appropriate simpliciTI protocol 

calls. This protocol has only six major function calls. With that we may do handshake, transfer, receive and analyze 

the data packets. 

3. RESULTS 

We designed three identical nodes and deploy the developed code. These nodes were tagged with laptop bag, 

car key fob and Identity card. As identity card will be with the user always as he/she will be wearing it all times at 
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the office / university. Other two nodes can be anywhere. Initially the nodes were made to identify their buddy nodes. 

During recognition phase, each node sent a packet and other nodes received & acknowledged with LED indication. 

In the identification phase, the user started to move away from the room and the data transfer between nodes got 

broke.  

The node at identity card started to alert the user with buzzer. Other two nodes also started to raise buzzer 

alert. In open space, the communication stays on up to 4 meters of distance. But when there is block such as walls, 

the coverage reduced to 1.5 meters. The battery drains at an average of 0.5mA per day when communication happens 

at all times. With this, a normal CR2032 battery of 225mA capacity can last up to 400 days or over a year of time. If 

the node gives more alert i.e. often move away from network, as a result of audio alert the battery drains more faster.  

4. CONCLUSION  

In this technical paper, we proposed a design of electronic instrument that should alert the user in the event 

of moving away from their gadget. We did a ground study about many wireless protocols available and demonstrated 

with SimpliciTI protocol and MSP430 architecture based micro controller by Texas instruments (TI). This prototype 

has given significant results compared to our theoretical results and approach. There were some flaws in terms of 

node reposition and alert logics. But they can be overcome by rewriting the software code. 
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